The ViCPEAC Universe
Welcome to the ICPEAC Summer
House, our main conference location.

The ICPEAC Summer House
Q&A Seminar rooms

A spacious and luxury lobby awaits
you upon entering our beach resort,
inviting you to hang out with friends
and colleagues in several cozy spots.
Air-conditioning
is
provided
throughout the virtual building (reallife experience may differ). The
entrance to the poster lobby is located
on left to our help desk. The help desk
provides further information on your
ICPEAC
conference
and
its
surroundings.
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The yard of the past is
currently closed for reinnovation. Some teenagers
have damaged the barrier
to the construction site,
please be very careful in
this area - in particular at
nights. Parents are liable
for their children.
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From the poster lobby you have access
to the individual poster rooms. Each
room consists of approximately 40
poster-contributions. A list of which
poster is presented in the room is
located at its entrance. The overall
themes of the poster rooms are,
A-D: Heavy,
E-H: Leptons and
I-O: Photons.
A large seminar room is located at the
far end of the poster lobby. Our Q&A
sessions will be held here.
We have not spared any costs and
provide latest space-age technology in
order to arrange your stay as
comfortable as possible. We installed
transporter pods on the lobby’s gallery
(first floor) teleporting you directly to
the poster rooms as indicated.
Smoking is not permitted inside the
ICPEAC summerhouse. Thank you
very much for your understanding.
Please note, due to technical reasons,
all lavatories are only virtual. We
apologize for this inconvenience.
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The ICPEAC Summer
House

The
Clubhouse

The Clubhouse

The Beach Promenade
Bob Martin‘s
Diner

Bob Martin‘s Diner is a familyfriendly place providing drinks
and food* at a reasonable price.
Come in and meet friends, chat
and play a few games. Don’t drink
and derive!

Main
Beach

*Food

and beverages may not be transferred from the virtual
to the real world.

The ICPEAC Summer Resort presents its two beautiful beaches
with white sands and warm, yet refreshing, crystal-clear water.
Please follow all instructions from our lifeguards. Strong currents
may occur close to the two small islands – unexperienced
swimmers should avoid this area. We hope you have an
unforgettable stay and enjoy breath-taking sunsets while visiting
our beach promenade.

Need to have an important
meeting with several people?
Feeling an uncontrollable
urge to hold a spontaneous
seminar?
The
Clubhouse
provides two fully-equipped
seminar rooms that may host
up to 25 participants each!
And it is a nice place to hang
out with your friends and
colleagues!

